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Abstract

Ž .Data, collected by the ,100 kg NaI Tl DAMA set-up at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory of I.N.F.N. during two
Ž .further yearly cycles DAMArNaI-3 and DAMArNaI-4; statistics of 38475 kgPday , have been analysed in terms of

WIMP annual modulation signature. The results agree with those previously achieved. The cumulative analysis of all the
Ž .available data DAMArNaI-1 to 4; statistics of 57986 kgPday favours the possible presence of a WIMP with

Ž q10. Ž q0.4. y6M s 52 GeV and js s 7.2 P10 pb at 4 s C.L., when standard astrophysical assumptions are considered.w y8 p y0.9
Ž .The allowed mass extends up to 105 GeV 1 s when the uncertainty on the mean value of the local velocity Õ is taken0

Ž .into account and up to 132 GeV 1 s in case a possible bulk halo rotation is taken into account. Moreover, the allowed
regions extend to lower js values when the upper limits on the recoil differential counting rate obtained fromp

Ž Ž q12 .DAMArNaI-0 is included in the cumulative analysis favouring, in case of standard assumptions, M s 44 GeV andw y9
Ž . y6 .js s 5.4"1.0 P10 pb at ,4 s C.L. . The 3 s C.L. allowed regions in the js , M plane summarize the obtainedp p w

main physical results. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Ž .The ,100 kg NaI Tl DAMA set-up is running
at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory of I.N.F.N.
w x1–11 ; its main goal is to search for Weakly Inter-

Ž .acting Massive Particles WIMPs . According to
standard models, these particles would have in the
galactic halo a Maxwellian velocity distribution with
a cut-off at the galactic escape velocity; therefore, a
WIMP ‘‘wind’’ would continuously hit the Earth.

WIMPs can be detected by investigating their elastic
scattering on the target nuclei of a detector. The
nuclear recoil energy in the keV range is the mea-
sured quantity. The best way to single out the possi-
ble presence of a WIMP signal from the background
is to look for the so-called annual modulation signa-

w xture 4–6,12,13 . In fact, since the Earth rotates
around the Sun, it would be invested by a larger

ŽWIMP flux in June when its rotational velocity adds
up to the velocity of the whole solar system in the

0370-2693r00r$ - see front matter q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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. ŽGalaxy and by a smaller flux in December when
.the two velocities are in opposite directions , induc-

ing a peculiar modulation of the low energy counting
w xrate 4–6,12,13 . A WIMP induced effect should

.fulfill all the following requirements: i modulation
1 .of the ‘‘single hit’’ rate ; ii for events only in a

.well defined low energy region; iii according to a
.cosine-like behaviour; iv with a one year period

Ž . . ŽT ; v with a phase t ,2 June corresponding to0
. .the ,152.5th day of the year ; vi and limited

Žmodulated amplitude Q7% in the region of maxi-
.mal sensitivity .

At present the lightest supersymmetric particle
named neutralino, whose interaction with ordinary

Ž .matter is mainly spin-independent SI , is considered
the best candidate for WIMP; in the following we

Žwill devote particular attention to this case see
.Sections 4 and 5 .

Investigations exploiting statistics of 4549 kgPday
Ž . ŽDAMArNaI-1 and of 14962 kgPday DAMAr

. wNaI-2 have been already presented in Refs. 4–
x6 ,while the possible implications have been

w xdiscussedin Refs. 14–16 .
The detailed description of the DAMA set up and

w xits performances have been presented in Ref. 1 ,
where the radiopurity of all its components has also

w xbeen discussed. Moreover, in Refs. 6,17,18 some
specific considerations on the realization of radiop-

Ž .ure NaI Tl detectors have been addressed. The data
Ž .were collected by means of nine 9.70 kg NaI Tl

crystal scintillators in suitably radiopure Cu hous-
ings. Each detector has two 10 cm long tetrasil-B
light guides directly coupled to the opposite sides of
the bare crystal. Two low background photomultipli-
ers work in coincidence and collect light at single
photoelectron threshold; 2 keV is the used software

w xenergy threshold 1,2,4–6,11 . The detectors are
housed in a low radioactive sealed copper box inside

Ža low radioactive multicomponent shield paraffinr
.polyethylenerCd foilsrPbrCu from environmental
Ž .background. A high purity HP Nitrogen atmo-

1 ŽWhen searching for WIMPs with a multi-detector set-up as
.DAMArNaI , the low energy rates are always referred to events

Ž .where only one detector is firing ‘‘single hit’’ events , being
negligible the probability that a WIMP will interact in more than
one.

sphere – at slight overpressure with respect to the
external environment – is maintained inside the cop-
per box by a continuous flux of HP Nitrogen gas
from bottles stored underground since time. The
whole shield is also sealed and maintained in HP
Nitrogen atmosphere; particular care was also de-
voted to obtain an experimental site as much air-tight
as possible. The installation is subjected to air condi-
tioning to avoid any significative influence of the

Ž w x .temperature see Refs. 1,4–6 and later .

2. DAMArrrrrNaI-3 AND DAMArrrrrNaI-4 data and
stability controls

The DAMArNaI-3 data were collected roughly
from middle August 1997 to the end of September

Ž .1998 22455 kgPday statistics , while DAMArNaI-4
refers to data collected roughly from middle October

Ž1998 until the second half of August 1999 16020
. 2kgPday statistics .

The typical differential counting rate in the region
between 2 and 20 keV has been previously reported

w xin Refs. 4,5,8 ; the cumulative data referring to the
energy interval between ,1 and 10 keV have been

3 w xreported in Ref. 11 ; the shapes of the energy
distribution of each detector are quite similar. More-
over, parts of the cumulative energy spectrum for

w xlarger energies have also been presented in Ref. 9 .
For completeness, Fig. 1 shows the cumulative en-
ergy spectrum near the used 2 keV software energy
threshold for the data of the two yearly cycles con-
sidered here.

We recall that the rejection of residual noise near
energy threshold is performed exploiting the distribu-

Žtions – different for scintillation pulses signals with
.decay times of order of hundreds ns and noise

2 Some upgradings have been performed before the
DAMArNaI-4 running period.

3 This is the region of maximal interest to search for SI coupled
.WIMPs because of: i the quasi-exponential energy distribution of

.the induced nuclear recoils; ii the possible annual modulation
w x .effect singled out in the lowest energy bins in Refs. 4–6 ; iii the

w xlocation of the first pole of the Iodine form factor 19 . Note that
the software energy threshold has been so far cautiously taken at 2
keV to assure a full noise rejection near it with the used strategy
w x1 .
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Fig. 1. Cumulative energy spectrum near the used 2 keV software
Ž .energy threshold DAMArNaI-3 and DAMArNaI-4 data . This

distribution refers – as usual in our experiment – to ‘‘single hit’’
Ž .events that is each detector has all the others as veto .

Žpulses PMT fast signals with decay times of order
.of tens ns – of several variables built by using the

information recorded over 3250 ns by a Lecroy
w xTransient Digitizer 1,2,4,5 ; examples of these dis-

tributions as well as the evaluation of the corre-
sponding software cut efficiencies can be found in

w xRef. 1 . In particular, as mentioned there, very
stringent cuts are applied near energy threshold to
exclude the presence of any significant tail of resid-
ual noise after rejection.

The stability of the efficiencies over the whole
data taking periods has been investigated. Their pos-
sible time variation depends essentially on the stabil-

Ž w x.ity of the so-called cut efficiencies see Ref. 1 . The
latters are regularly measured by 241Am source and
137 ŽCs Compton electron calibrations as mentioned in

w xRef. 1 the obtained values resulted practically the
.same . These routine efficiency measurements are

performed roughly each 10 days, collecting each
time typically 104–105 events each keV. In particu-
lar, we have investigated the percentage variations of

Ž .the efficiency values, e.g. in the 2–8 keV energy
interval; they show a gaussian distribution with s s
0.6% and 0.5% for DAMArNaI-3 and DAMArNaI-
4, respectively. Moreover, we have verified that the
time behaviour of these percentage variations does
not show any modulation with period and phase
expected for a possible WIMP signal. In particular,

Ž .in the 2–4 keV energy interval a modulated ampli-
Ž .tude taking the two periods all together equal to

Ž . y3 Ž .1.0"1.0 P10 is found, while in the 4-6 keV
Ž . y3the result is 0.1"0.7 P10 , they are both consis-

tent with zero. Similar results are obtained in other
energy bins.

In long term running conditions, the knowledge of
the energy scale is assured by periodical calibration
with 241Am source and by continuously monitoring

Žwithin the same production data grouping them each
. 210,7 days the position and resolution of the Pb

4 Ž . w x w xpeak 46.5 keV 1,4,5 . As in Refs. 5,6 , the
distribution of the relative variations of the energy
calibration factors, estimated from the position of the
210 Pb peak for all the 9 detectors during both
DAMArNaI-3 and DAMArNaI-4 taken without any
correction, has been investigated; it shows a gaussian

Ž .behaviour with ss 0.95"0.04 %. Since the re-
sults of the routine calibrations are obviously prop-
erly taken into account in the data analysis, such a
result allows to conclude that the energy calibration
factors for each detector are known with an uncer-
tainty -1%. Due to the relatively poor energy
resolution of the detectors at low energy, this could
give rise only to an additional relative energy spread
Q10y4 in the lowest energy region and Q10y3 at
20 keV, totally negligible.

All the relevant stability parameters have been
quantitatively investigated for each data set, obtain-
ing time behaviours like the ones shown in Refs.
w x4–6 . In particular, as already discussed in Refs.
w x1,5,6 , the observed variations of the temperature
can only induce a practically negligible variation of
the light output, in agreement with the results ob-
tained by the long term routine and intrinsic calibra-

w xtions 1,4,5 . Furthermore, as already discussed in
w xRefs. 1,4–6 , the detectors are excluded from the

environmental Radon being housed in a sealed Cu
box which is continuously flushed with a large flux

Ž .of high purity HP N and maintained at a slight2
w xoverpressure with respect to the environment 1,4,5

Ž .see also Section 1 . In addition, the observed time
behaviour of the external Radon level allows to
exclude the presence in it of a cosine-like modulated
component with period and phase expected for a
WIMP signal; in fact, a fit gives for its amplitude the

Ž . 3values 0.14 " 0.25 Bqrm during DAMArNaI-3

4 It is present at level of few cpdrkg in the measured energy
distributions, mainly because of a surface contamination by envi-
ronmental Radon occurred during the first period of the detectors
storage underground.
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Ž . 3and 0.12 " 0.20 Bqrm during DAMArNaI-4,
both evidently consistent with zero.

The distribution of the total hardware rate of the
Ž .nine detectors R above the single photoelectronH

Ž .threshold i.e. from noise to ‘‘infinity’’ has also
been investigated; it shows a gaussian behaviour
with s s 0.6% for DAMArNaI-3 and s s 0.4%
for DAMArNaI-4, values which are in agreement
with those expected on the basis of simple statistical
arguments. Furthermore, no evidence for time modu-
lation of R has been found.H

The measured energy distributions in energy re-
gions not involved in the Dark Matter direct detec-
tion for DAMArNaI-3 and DAMArNaI-4 have been
investigated as a function of the time in order to
exclude that a modulation detected in the lowest
energy region could be due to a background modula-

5 w xtion . For this purpose, according to Refs. 5,6 , we
have investigated the rate integrated from 90 keV to
‘‘infinity’’, R , as a function of time. The distribu-90

tions of the percentage variations of R with respect90

to their mean values for all the crystals during both
DAMArNaI-3 and DAMArNaI-4 show a gaussian
behaviour with s ,1.3% and s ,1.0%, respec-
tively, values well accounted for the expected statis-
tical spread. Moreover, fitting the time behaviour of
R by also adding a term modulated according to a90

cosine function with 1 year period and 152.5 day
Ž .phase as expected for a WIMP signal , the value

Ž .y0.11"0.33 cpdrkg is found for the modulated
Žamplitude in the DAMArNaI-3 data and y0.35"

.0.32 cpdrkg in the DAMArNaI-4 ones, both con-
sistent with zero. These results allow to exclude the
presence of a background modulation in the whole
energy spectrum at a much lower level than the
possible signal modulation found in the lowest en-

Ž w x .ergy region see Refs. 4,5 and later ; in fact, other-
wise, the modulated amplitude for R would be of90

5 In fact, the background in the lowest energy region is ex-
pected to be essentially due to Compton electrons, X-rays andror
Auger electrons, muon induced events, etc., which are strictly
correlated with the events in the higher energy part of the spec-
trum; therefore, if a detected modulation with time in the lowest

Ženergy region would be due to a background modulation and not
. Žto a possible real signal , an equal or higher sometimes much

.higher modulation in the highest energy region should also be
present.

order of tens cpdrkg, that is ,100 standard devia-
tions away from the measured value. Finally, focus-
ing the attention on the energy region nearer to the
one where the possible signal has been detected
w x Ž4,5 , e.g. 10–20 keV, the values y0.0044"

. Ž .0.0044 cpdrkgrkeV and y0.0071 " 0.0044
cpdrkgrkeV have been found for the modulated
amplitude in DAMArNaI-3 and in DAMArNaI-4,
respectively; again they can be considered statisti-
cally consistent with zero.

The quantitative investigations reported in this
section offer a complete analysis of the possible
sources of systematic effects, which could affect the
energy spectrum. These investigations credit a per-
centage systematic error Q10y3 on the basis of the
measured variations of temperature, calibration un-
certainties, etc. Moreover, the results on the analysis
of R exclude at an even more stringent level the90

presence of a possible overall background modula-
Žtion excluding also significant contribution e.g. from

.possibly surviving neutrons from the environment .
Finally, no contribution can arise from environmen-

Žtal Radon, as the detectors are excluded from it in
addition, a time correlation analysis offers, as men-
tioned, a Radon modulated contribution compatible

.with zero .
We want to point out here that really the only

dangerous systematic effects are those that satisfy
the same six requirements a WIMP induced effect is

Ž .expected to fulfill see Section 1 ; no systematic
effect of this type has been found so far. The same
should also be true for possible competing physical
processes; the only one we found up to now: the

w xmuon modulation reported in Ref. 20 , would fail on
some of them, it would yield a modulation in R90
Ž .which is not observed and – in any case – it would
give in our set-up modulated amplitudes <10y4

cpdrkgrkeV, much lower than we observe. So it
can be safely ignored.

In conclusion, the results presented in this section
allow to perform a statistical analysis of the data.

3. Model independent approach: a visual aid

As mentioned, the results discussed in the previ-
ous section allow to investigate the events in the
lowest energy part of the energy spectrum in terms
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of WIMP annual modulation signature. A complete
w xanalysis 4,5 will be carried out in the following

sections, properly taking into account the energy and
time differential distribution of the events. Here, in
order to offer an immediate evidence of the presence
of modulation in the lowest energy region of the
experimental data, we show as an example in Fig. 2
the model independent residual rate for the cumula-
tive 2–6 keV energy interval as a function of the
time over the present full data taking period of our

Ž . 6experiment DAMArNaI-1 to DAMArNaI-4 .
Each data point has been obtained from the raw rate

Žafter subtracting the constant part the weighted mean
of the residuals must obviously be zero over one

.period , so we plot -r y flat ) . Moreover,i jk jk jk

r is the rate in the considered i-th time interval fori jk

the j-th detector in the k-th energy bin, while flat jk

is the rate of the j-th detector in the k-th energy bin
averaged over the cycles. The average is made on all

Ž . Žthe detectors j index and on all the 1 keV bins k
.index which constitute the considered energy inter-

val.
The x 2 test on the data of Fig. 2 disfavours the

hypothesis of unmodulated behaviour giving a prob-
y4 Ž 2 .ability of 4P10 x rd.o.f. s 48r20 . On the

other hand, fitting these residuals with the function
Ž . ŽAPcosv ty t obviously integrated in each of the0

. Žconsidered time bin , one gets A s 0.022 "
. Ž .0.005 cpdrkgrkeV, T s 2prv s 1.00 " 0.01

Žyear, when fixing t at 152.5 days and A s 0.0230
. Ž ." 0.005 cpdrkgrkeV, t s 144 " 13 days,0

when fixing T at 1 year. In both cases x 2rd.o.f.,
23r18. Similar results, but with larger errors, are
found in case all the three parameters are kept free.
As it is evident the period and the phase fully agree
with the ones expected for a WIMP induced effect.

Let us now investigate the data with the complete
needed sensitivity for WIMP mass and cross-section
determination. At the end of Section 5 we will

6 The bins considered in this figure for DAMArNaI-3 and
DAMArNaI-4 are similar to those previously used for
DAMArNaI-1 and DAMArNaI-2. We have verified that the
results of this approach are substantially unchanged by choosing
other bins for the presentation. Moreover, we further stress that
this presentation is only a visual aid, as the final results obtained

Ž .through the full correlation analysis in time 1 day bin and energy
Ž .1 keV bin is carried out in the following sections.

Fig. 2. Model independent residual rate in the particular 2-6 keV
cumulative energy interval as a function of the time elapsed since
January 1-st of the first year of data taking. The expected be-
haviour of a WIMP signal is a cosine function with minimum
roughly at the dashed vertical lines and with maximum roughly at
the dotted ones.

further comment on this approach, still using this
particular 2–6 keV cumulative interval as an exam-
ple.

4. Full correlation analysis of the DAMArrrrrNaI-3
and DAMArrrrrNaI-4 data sets

w xAccording to Refs. 4,5 , a complete time and
energy correlation analysis of the data collected be-
tween 2 and 20 keV has been performed by using the
standard maximum likelihood method. For this pur-
pose the data have been grouped in cells identified

Ž .by three indices: i for the time interval 1 day , k for
Ž .the energy bin DEs1 keV and j to specify the

detector. The maximum likelihood function can
be written as a product of Poissonians LsP eym i jk

i jk
mNi jk

i jk . Here N is the number of events in each ijki jk
N !i jk

cell which follows a Poissonian distribution with
w Žexpectation value m s b qS qS Pcosv ti jk jk 0,k m ,k i

.xy t M Dt DEe . The unmodulated and modulated0 j i jk
Ž .parts of the signal are S and S cosv t y t ,0, k m ,k i 0

respectively; b is the background contribution; Dtjk i

is the detector running time during the i-th day
Ž .DtF1 day ; e are the overall efficiencies dis-jk

w xcussed in Ref. 1 and M is the detector mass.j
.Furthermore, according to: i the formulae for the

.calculation of the recoil energy spectrum; ii the
. .measured quenching factors; iii the form factors; iv

the folding of the detector response, given in Refs.
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w x2,4,5 , we can make explicit the S and S0, k m ,k
Ž . Ždependence on M the WIMP mass and js jw p

rWIMPs ; s s WIMP scalar cross section onp
y30.3 GeV cm

. X Ž .proton by writing S sjs S M and S s0, k p 0,k w m ,k
X Ž .js S M . Therefore, L will be a function ofp m ,k w

Ž .b, M and js for a given N: LsL N;b, M ,js ,w p w p

where by N we have for short indicated the whole
set of N and, similarly, by b the set of all the b .i jk jk

The maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters
b, M and js are obtained by maximizing L for aw p

given set of observations, N, or by minimizing the
Ž .function: ysy2ln L yconst, with const chosen so

Ž . w xas to have y s s0 s0 4,5 . The constraints im-p
w xposed on the minimization procedure 4,5 are: b Gjk

0 and M G30 GeV; the latter condition accountsw

for the more recent results achieved in accelerator
experiments for the neutralino mass. In the mini-
mization procedure the WIMP mass has been varied
up to 10 TeV.

As usual in particle Dark Matter direct searches
w x21 , standard hypotheses have been used in the
calculations of the distribution of astrophysical ve-

w xlocities 4,5 , while a detailed investigation of the
w xeffects induced by their uncertainties 22 has been

w xperformed in Ref. 7 . In this last reference it was
shown that the uncertainties on the expected local
velocity Õ , as well as a possible bulk halo rotation,0

can play a significant role. In the following, for
Žsimplicity, the analysis of a single set DAMArNaI-3

.or DAMArNaI-4 will be performed by considering
the standard value Õ s220 kmrs, while the uncer-0

tainty on Õ will be considered in the global analysis0
Ž .of all the available data DAMArNaI-1 to 4 .

By assuming the same standard astrophysical,
nuclear and particle physics hypotheses employed in

w xRefs. 2,4,5 , the minimum value of the y function is
obtained for the DAMArNaI-3 data when M sw
Ž q18. Ž q0.3. y656 GeV, js s 9.7 10 pb and, for they26 p y3.5

Ž q32 .DAMArNaI-4 data, when M s 44 GeV, jsw y14 p
Ž q3.9. y6s 6.9 10 pb.y3.8

ŽThe likelihood of the null hypothesis absence of
.modulation with respect to the hypothesis of pres-

ence of modulation with the fitted M and jsw p

values has been tested for both periods by the maxi-
w xmum likelihood ratio 4,5 , obtaining that the hypoth-

esis of presence of modulation with such M andw

js values is favoured at 98.3% C.L. for thep

DAMArNaI-3 data and at 92.8% C.L. for the

DAMArNaI-4 data. Moreover, the likelihood of the
hypothesis of presence of modulation with the values
of M and js obtained from the fit has beenw p

w xstudied, according to the approach of Ref. 23 , by
1 w Ž .constructing the variable zs PS 2 m yNi jk i jk i jkN

Ni jk xq2 N ln where N is the total number of ijki jk ž /
mi jk

cells. From experimental data z comes out to be
respectively 1.036 for DAMArNaI-3 and 1.009 for
the DAMArNaI-4. The MonteCarlo distribution of

w xz, evaluated as in Ref. 5 , gives a 19% probability to
get a z value larger than 1.036 for DAMArNaI-3
and 99.8% probability to get a z value larger than
1.009 for DAMArNaI-4. Moreover, the z-test sepa-
rately applied to the data of each detector shows that
the modulation is confirmed at 95% C.L. in both
data sets. Alternative analyses such as the one based

w xon the x variable described in Ref. 5 offertest

substantially the same results.
In Fig. 3 the regions allowed at 90% C.L. – for a

SI coupled candidate – for the js and M valuesp w

obtained under standard assumptions by analysing
Ž . Ž .the DAMArNaI-3 c and DAMArNaI-4 d data

are shown superimposed to the ones credited by
Ž . Ž . w xDAMArNaI-1 a and DAMArNaI-2 b 4,5 . The

w x90% C.L. contour curve obtained in Ref. 2
Ž .DAMArNaI-0 is also reported. We take this occa-
sion to recall that the DAMArNaI-0 data are par-

Fig. 3. Regions allowed at 90% C.L. – for a SI coupled candidate
Ž .– by the js and M values obtained for DAMArNaI-3 c andp w

Ž .for DAMArNaI-4 d data superimposed to the ones credited by
Ž . Ž . w xDAMArNaI-1 a and DAMArNaI-2 b 4,5 . The calculations

have been performed according to the same astrophysical, nuclear
w xand particle physics considerations as in Refs. 4,5 ; in particular

w x– as usual in particle Dark matter direct searches 21 – here the
standard value Õ s 220 kmrs has been used. The limit curve at0

w x Ž .90% C.L. achieved in Ref. 2 DAMArNaI-0 is also shown.
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tially overlapped to the DAMArNaI-1 data and have
w xbeen analysed in Ref. 2 in terms of pulse shape

discrimination.

5. Full correlation analysis of all the available
data sets

In this section we report the analysis performed
with the standard maximum likelihood method of all
the available data. They refer to four different yearly

Ž .cycles DAMArNaI-1 to DAMArNaI-4 and the
total statistics is 57986 kgPday.

Using the same strategy as in the previous section
w x Ž .and in Refs. 4,5 in particular, Õ s220 kmrs , the0

minimum value of the y function is found for M sw
Ž q10. Ž q0.4. y652 GeV and js s 7.2 10 pb. The max-y8 p y0.9

imum likelihood ratio favours the hypothesis of pres-
ence of modulation with these values of M and jsw p

at 4 s C.L. The S and S , obtained using the0, k m ,k

results of the maximum likelihood method, are shown
Žup to 6 keV in Table 1 above this energy S valuesm

.are negligible .
w xAs in Refs. 7,18 , the minimization procedure has

been repeated by varying Õ from 170 kmrs to 2700
w xkmrs 22 to account for its present uncertainty and,

also, to include possible bulk halo rotation.
.We show in Fig. 4a the regions allowed at 3s

. Ž . .C.L. when: i Õ s220 kmrs dotted contour ; ii0
Žthe uncertainty on Õ is taken into account continu-0

. .ous contour ; iii possible bulk halo rotation is con-
Ž .sidered dashed contour . They are well inside the

Ž .Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model MSSM
w xestimates for the neutralino 14 .

. .Fig. 4. a Regions allowed at 3s C.L.: i for Õ s220 kmrs0
Ž . . Ždotted contour ; ii when accounting for Õ uncertainty 1700

. .kmrs F Õ F270 kmrs; continuous contour ; iii when consider-0
w x Žing also a possible bulk halo rotation as in Ref. 7 dashed

. .contour ; b Regions allowed at 3s C.L. – for the same condi-
tions as previously reported – when including the constraint
arising from the upper limits on the recoil differential counting

w x Ž .rate obtained in Ref. 2 DAMArNaI-0 .

At this point we have repeated the minimization
procedure taking into account the constraint which
arises from the upper limits on the recoil differential

w x Ž .counting rate obtained in Ref. 2 DAMArNaI-0 .

Table 1
S and S values in the region of maximum interest for the possible signal as obtained by using the results of the global analysis for0, k m ,k

w x ŽDAMArNaI-1 to DAMArNaI-4 with Õ s220 kmrs and including or not the constraint arising from the results of DAMArNaI-0 2 see0
.text

Ž .Energy keV Without constraint from DAMArNaI-0 With constraint from DAMArNaI-0

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S cpdrkgrkeV S cpdrkgrkeV S cpdrkgrkeV S cpdrkgrkeV0, k m ,k 0,k m ,k

2–3 0.54 " 0.09 0.023 " 0.006 0.36 " 0.10 0.021 " 0.005
3–4 0.21 " 0.05 0.013 " 0.002 0.12 " 0.05 0.010 " 0.002
4–5 0.08 " 0.02 0.007 " 0.001 0.04 " 0.02 0.004 " 0.001
5–6 0.03 " 0.01 0.003 " 0.001 0.02 " 0.01 0.002 " 0.001
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In this case, the maximum likelihood function is
Ž .given by the unconstrained one defined above times

201 r yb ySŽ .k k 0,k
L s Pexp y ,0 2' ž /2s2p Ps kk

where r and s are the lowest counting rate and thek k

associated error in the most selective energy bin of
w x 7the data in Ref. 2 . Moreover, for each M andw

js the fitted value of b0, which maximizes L , is:p k 0
0 Ž . Ž .b s r yS Pu r yS , considering the condi-k k 0,k k 0,k

tion that it cannot be negative. Therefore, the term
added to the function y can be re-written as:
Ž .2S yr0,k k Ž .Pu S yr . The Heaviside u function0, k k

2sk

ensures that the term added to the function y con-
tributes only when the expected value for S is0, k

larger than r . In this way the minimum value of thek

y function – when Õ s220 kmrs – is found for0
Ž q12 . Ž . y6M s 44 GeV and js s 5.4"1.0 P10 pb.w y9 p

The maximum likelihood ratio favours the hypothe-
sis of presence of modulation with these values of
M and js at ,4s C.L.; the corresponding Sw p 0,k

and S values can be found in Table 1.m ,k
.In Fig. 4b we show the regions allowed in this

. Žcase at 3s C.L. when: i Õ s220 kmrs dotted0
. .contour ; ii the uncertainty on Õ is taken into0
Ž . .account continuous contour ; iii possible bulk halo

Ž .rotation is considered dashed contour .
The confidence levels quoted above have been

also verified by suitable MonteCarlo calculations; in
particular, we note that the Feldman and Cousins

w xanalysis 24 of the data gives quite similar results.
Finally, to clearly show the relevance of perform-

Žing a full correlation analysis as the standard maxi-
.mum likelihood considered above able to properly

account for all the features of the time and energy
differential distribution of the measured events, we
come back to the simple approach of Section 3,
where the particular cumulative 2–6 keV energy

7 Ž .In the formulation of L the term S P-cosv ty t )0 m ,k 0
Žhas been neglected with respect to S which is the usual0, k
.approach in the calculation of exclusion plots . Furthermore, we

have verified that introducing the contributions of the other energy
bins and of the other detectors the results are substantially un-
changed as expected.

interval has been taken as an example. For this
purpose, in Table 2 we report the x 2rd.o.f. and the
relative probabilities obtained by comparing the
residuals of Fig. 2 with the values expected when
considering the M and js values relative to thew p

minima obtained by the cumulative analysis under
Ž .standard assumptions, either taking into account b

Ž .or not taking into account a the constraint from
DAMArNaI-0 data. As one can see in both cases, a
good agreement for DAMArNaI-1, DAMArNaI-2
and DAMArNaI-4 is found, while the agreement is
poorer for DAMArNaI-3. This is due to the first
two DAMArNaI-3 points in Fig. 2, as shown by the

2 Žsubstantial change of x rd.o.f. and probability
.value one gets if they are left out of the analysis.

Moreover, their fluctuation appears to be significant
Žonly in one of the involved energy bins tails of

.distributions sometimes can play a role ; in fact, if

Table 2
Comparison of the residuals in the cumulative 2–6 keV energy

Ž .interval given as an example in Fig. 2 with the values expected
when considering the M and js values of the minima obtainedw p

– under standard assumptions – by the cumulative analysis either
Ž . Ž .considering b or not a the constraint from DAMArNaI-0. As

one can see in these cases, a good agreement is present for
DAMArNaI-1, DAMArNaI-2 and DAMArNaI-4, while it is
poorer for DAMArNaI-3 owing to its first two points. The
fluctuation of these two residual points is present there in only one

Žof the involved energy bins obviously in statistics the tails can
. Žalso play some role . In fact, if, e.g., the 2–5 keV where most of
.the signal is expected residuals would be indeed considered, the

2 Žx rd.o.f. values when taking into account all the residuals over
. Ž .the four yearly cycles would be 11.5r20 93% probability and

Ž .12.3r20 91% probability , respectively. This clearly shows the
relevance of performing a complete analysis approach able to
properly take into account all the features of the time and energy
differential distribution of the events, giving also a C.L. which
accounts for the whole behaviour, as it is the standard maximum
likelihood method we use

2 Ž .x rd.o.f. probability

. .case a case b

Ž . Ž .DAMArNaI-1 1.7r2 43% 2.1r2 35%
Ž . Ž .DAMArNaI-2 6.8r5 23% 7.7r5 17%
Ž . Ž .DAMArNaI-3 14.4r7 4.5% 15.4r7 3.2%
Ž . Ž .without first 2 points 4.9r5 43% 5.3r5 38%
Ž . Ž .DAMArNaI-4 6.1r6 42% 6.5r6 37%

Ž . Ž .DAMArNaI-1 to 4 29.0r20 9% 31.6r20 4.7%
Ž . Ž .without the first 2 19.5r18 36% 21.6r18 25%

points of DAMArNaI-3
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the residuals in the cumulative 2–5 keV energy
Ž .interval where most of the signal is expected are

2 Žindeed considered, the x rd.o.f. values when tak-
ing into account all the residuals over the four

. Ž .cycles come out to be 11.5r20 93% probability
Ž .and 12.3r20 91% probability , respectively.

At this point, we wish to notice that, as for the
case of Õ and possible bulk rotation, uncertainties0

can also arise from standard nuclear and particle
physics assumptions used in the evaluation of S and0

S . As an example we mention the case of the formm

factor, which depends on the nuclear radius and on
w xthe thickness parameter of the nuclear surface 19 .

For instance, we have verified that by varying their
values with respect to the standard ones by 20%, the
locations of the minima will move toward slightly
larger M and toward lower js values, while thew p

calculated S , if integrated in the 2–6 keV energym

interval, discussed above, will increase by about
15%.

6. Conclusions

ŽThe data collected over four yearly cycles total
.statistics of 57986 kgPday favour at 4 s C.L. the

presence of an annual modulation in the low energy
experimental rate, measured deeply underground at
the Gran Sasso National Laboratory by the ,100 kg

Ž .highly radiopure NaI Tl DAMA set-up. Here this
effect has been further investigated in terms of possi-
ble relic neutralinos; the 3 s C.L. allowed contours
in the js , M plane have been given.p w

The experiment keeps on running and an upgrad-
ing of the electronics has been prepared to verify
further peculiarities of the effect to deeply investi-

gate its nature. In incoming years the exposed mass
will be increased up to 250 kg.
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